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In The Phoenix Endangered, the second entry in The Enduring Flame, Tiercel, a budding High

Mage, and Harrier, a reluctant Knight-Mage, develop greater powerâ€”and learn of the evils of war

when they see the devastation caused by the fanatical armies of the Wild Mage Bisochim. The

desert tribespeople led by young Shaiara flee Bisochim's evil, seeking a legendary oasis deep in the

desertâ€”a refuge that may hold the key to stopping Bisochim and preserving the Balance between

Light and Darkness...or that may be the cause of Light's ultimate downfall.
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Harrier Gillain, future Knight-Mage, and his best friend, Tiercel Rolfort, High Mage in training, tread

familiar ground in this sequel to 2007's The Phoenix Unchained, following the command of the Light

in a quest to destroy the Dark. Accompanied by Kateta, a pushy, nagging unicorn, and the

mammoth black dragon Ancaladar, the teen heroes prepare themselves in the elven city of

Karahelanderialigor before setting out in search of the Lake of Fire, where the Wildmage Bisochim

Bluerobe is raising a fanatic horde of desert nomads. Harrier and Tiercel's lengthy trek comes most

vividly to life through the subplot of young nomad leader Shaiara, who risks her whole tribe on the

chance of finding Abi'Abadshar, a legendary oasis of alien technology. Adding thinly veiled racial

subtext to the customary coming-of-age world-saving story, this epic will mostly appeal to those who

like their fantasy by the numbers. (Sept.) Copyright Â© Reed Business Information, a division of



Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to the Preloaded Digital Audio Player

edition.

"Entertaining...The consistently enthusiastic performance by...Dufris transports listeners directly into

the story." ---Library Journal Audio Review

Love this series.

Movement from the beginning on. Waiting for the next book.Where did the Dragon go? Will another

Dragon come to the aid?Gotta go now book 3 is waiting..

I've read a lot of Mercedes Lackey's books and found the majority of them to be either excellent or

at least good. This book is a stark exception and stands out as one of the worst books I've read in a

while. Somehow it manages to hide what little plot may exist to the point where it can't be found,

and then makes unicorns, dragons, magic and adventure utterly boring.I read the Obsidian Trilogy

and the first two books of that left me wanting to know the rest of the story. Many of the same ideas

were rehashed in this novel but by now they are old and over used. Not only that, they really don't

contribute anything to the book, except to provide an excuse to fill up some more empty space on

the page.The third book of the Obsidian Trilogy was a weaker ending to a great beginning. That

book resolved everything much too quickly and neatly. It would have been much better to use these

additional three books to continue the story after the second Obsidian book rather than just dropping

the reader off a cliff in the third book. After doing that in the third Obsidian book there really wasn't

anything more to write about. The Pheonix trilogy certainly illustrates that point clearly as it starts

slowly and gets even slower in the second book.If you really must read everything that Mecedes

Lackey writes then go ahead and read this book. If you're looking for entertainment, something artful

like the first two Obsidian Trilogy books or great writing then you should look elsewhere.

Great book, continueing series

Wrote my review for Phoenix Unchained.Short of it....don't waste your time reading these.

Really enjoyed this ... g



Have really enjoyed reading this series

Love this writer and format of audio book!!
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